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List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6
-fer (stressed)
double rring

-fer (stressed)
double rred

-fer (not stressed)
single rence Hyphen Homophones Homophones

referring referred reference all-inclusive advice steal
preferring preferred preference all-important advise steel
transferring transferred transference all-powerful device wary
deferring inferred conference all-seeing devise weary
inferring conferred deference co-own principal who's
conferring deferred referee co-opt principle whose

conferee ex-president profit descent
transferee ex-mayor prophet dissent
sufferance self-control stationary desert

self-assured stationery dessert

List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12

Homophones Root word: -ough Root word: -ough Root word: -ough
Silent Letters:

n & s
Silent Letters:

b
council ought rough cough solemn lamb
counsel bought tough trough autumn numb
lose thought enough although column thumb
loose brought roughage though hymn crumb
throne fought toughen dough condemn comb
thrown afterthought thorough furlough island limb
dough handwrought borough bough isle tomb
doe wrought thoroughfare doughty islet doubt
waist overwrought thoroughly drought viscount debt
waste sought throroughness sough debris subtle

List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18
Silent Letters:

t
Silent Letters:

p
Figurative 
Language

Formal & Informal 
Vocab.

Formal & 
Informal Vocab.

Adverbs:
possibility

thistle psalm metaphor empty begin certainly
hustle receipt simile vacant commence definitely
whistle raspberry analogy cheap free maybe
fasten pterosaur imagery inexpensive release surely
gristle pterodactyl style lucky about clearly
glisten pneumonia effect fortunate concerning obviously
wrestle psychologist personification lack live perhaps
gourmet psychology idiom deficiency reside probably
ballet psychiatry proverb check chance undoubtedly
chalet psychiatrist adage verify opportunity possibly



List 19 List 20 List 21 List 22 List 23 List 24

Synonyms Synonyms Antonyms Antonyms Fantasy Vocab. Mystery Vocab.
friend enemy accidental genuine artefact (UK) hunch
buddy  foe intentional bogus artifact (US) evidence
pal rival trivial sceptical (UK) portal deduce
companion opponent significant skeptical (US) sorcery crime
ally adversary immaculate trusting wizardry clue
associate antagonist tarnished dawn alchemy flashback
acquaintance challenger luxuriant dusk amulet motive
comrade combatant meagre abbreviate apprentice sleuth
partner nemesis rural lengthen chalice fingerprint
chum urban amateur lore alibi

professional enchantment

List 25 List 26 List 27 List 28 List 29 List 30

Sci-Fi Vocab.
Historical Fiction

Vocab. Adventure Vocab. Linking Words Conjunctions Prepositions
android scullery embark consequently after aboard
extraterrestrial governess escapade specifically before among (US)
multiverse ragamuffin complications in contrast once amongst (UK)
starship omnibus exploit especially if beneath
wormhole steamship traverse however until considering
cyborg visage planning although which despite
asteroid lantern unexpected nevertheless wherever during
intergalactic inkwell venture similarly since excluding
interstellar brougham peril moreover though toward
teleportation outhouse menace in addition supposing underneath

List 31 List 32 List 33 List 34 List 35 List 36
Interjections/
exclamations

Correlative 
Conjunctions

Root words:
bene- (well)

Root words 
micro- (small)

Root words: 
mono- (one)

Root words:
-rupt (burst)

oh either benign microscope monopoly erupt
wow or benefit microorganism monologue disrupt
ouch neither benefactor microbiologist monorail rupture
oops nor beneficent microbe monotone interrupt
aha both beneficiary microphone monotonous bankrupt
huh and benefiting microwave monosyllable abrupt
boo such beneficence microprocessor monarch eruption
bravo that benignant micromanager monarchy disruption
yikes rather benignity microhabitat monolingual interruption
yay than benevolence microcrystal monocle interrupting



List 37 List 38 List 39 List 40 List 41 List 42

Prefix: over- Adverbs Adverbs
Describing 

Settings Settings Settings
overflow vivaciously speedily airtight arena gorge
overwhelm valiantly ungratefully celestial barge gymnasium
overtake tediously unexpectedly compact bazaar lagoon
overpower solemnly rapidly fertile cathedral mansion
overstep ravenously awkwardly frantic coliseum orchard
overrun bashfully cheerfully inland delicatessen ranch
overfeed arrogantly gratefully rugged dormitory reef
overpay accidentally bodily semitropical dungeon restaurant
oversee hastily grudgingly supernatural fortress shipwreck
overcome urgently briskly eerie gallery burrow

List 43 List 44 List 45 List 46 List 47 List 48
Abstract Nouns -

attributes
Abstract Nouns -

concepts
Feelings/
Emotions

Nouns
animals

Nouns
animals

Interesting 
characters

patience belief agony adder albatross acrobat
brilliance poverty disgust boar hornet orphan
curiosity hardship distress gazelle kingfisher tourist
elegance reputation glee jackal carp comedian
generosity romance grief muskrat ferret hermit
integrity tragedy mirth parakeet jackdaw pilot
motivation tyranny regret sloth mongoose tyrant
optimism clarity bitterness osprey magpie rogue
sanity ability triumph flamingo herring athlete
talent deceit esteem scorpion wren lawyer

List 49 List 50 List 51 List 52 List 53 List 54
Interesting 
characters

Common Nouns
gemstones

Academic Vocab.
rocks

Academic Vocab.
space

Academic Vocab.
animals

Verbs
movement

gymnast amethyst igneous meteor camouflage swagger
minstrel pearl sedimentary pulsar carnivore strut
celebrity jewel shale quasars herbivore stride
surgeon onyx stalagmite protostar omnivore sprint
archer opal tectonic aurora species flee
commentator sapphire basalt comet vertebrate trudge
volunteer emerald mineral constellation community trot
veterinarian topaz chalk eclipse ecology plod
tailor ruby erosion equinox ecosystem sashay
porter garnet fossil ozone habitat lumber



List 55 List 56 List 57 List 58 List 59 List 60
Verbs

speech
Verbs

give/take Verbs Verbs Verbs Verbs
chant bestow introduce despise admire canter
respond deliver investigate betray soothe crouch
scold dispense interview bruise snuggle defend
taunt equip research embarrass recommend defeat
whimper procure disprove injure acknowledge heave
moan plunder refute invade restore hurl
gripe attain inform shove impress launch
insult obtain correspond resent conserve squat
profess furnish discuss berate resolve navigate
plead surrender interpret restrain console encircle

List 61 List 62 List 63 List 64 List 65 List 66
Verbs

(closely related)
Adjectives -
appearance

Adjectives -
personality

Adjectives -
personality Adjectives Adjectives

expand bedraggled alert mature effortless abundant
enlarge casual sullen immature dissatisfied ample
broaden ragged sulky jovial drowsy fragrant
swell conspicuous compassionate hardy familiar swift
widen distinctive conceited good-natured harsh rapid
dilate extraordinary spiritual genial heroic organic
thicken unkempt solitary gleeful hilarious allergic
deepen stylish reckless forthright historic austere
extend scarred musical downhearted superior destructive
distend wiry miserly demure unfamiliar embarrassed

List 67 List 68 List 69 List 70 List 71 List 72

Sensory Details
Visual detail
color/colour

Academic Vocab.
Nouns

Academic Vocab.
Nouns

Academic 
Vocab

adjectives
Academic Vocab

verbs
clatter crimson argument surface accurate establish
clang lilac conflict government approximate evaluate
clank turquoise context course consistent express
creak amber decade pattern horizontal review
tinkle jade expectation figure equivalent represent
ping magenta gist language opposed estimate
chirp azure passage inches primary calculate
grunt indigo source energy vertical claim
jangle hazel material length common avoid
rasp auburn system matter perpendicular employ



List 73 List 74 List 75 List 76 List 77 List 78
Academic Vocab.

verbs
Closely related to:

look Verbs Verbs Verbs
Describing 
Characters

abolish gaze tinker beseech reform sluggish
cease peek wince inscribe assume industrious
dominate inspect squeeze engrave resign aggressive
escalate examine gossip pledge restrain meek
huddle peer snort endure retort thrifty
influence regard sneeze torment revolve spendthrift
revolt gawk mope adjust reject nonchalant
tolerate view replace reject escort concerned
immigrate scrutinize (US) devour emerge decline intense
emigrate scrutinise (UK) depart dwell resume apathetic

behold

List 79 List 80

Describing Settings
Describing 
Characters

breathtaking livid
awe-inspiring fuming
unappealing ecstatic
unnerving crestfallen
spine-chilling uneasy
stately jittery
crowded optimistic
teeming despondent
sinister thrilled
unsightly euphoric


